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@anime! Returns After Seven Year Hiatus
OREM, Utah (January 13, 2012) -- After a long hiatus, Animetro Studios is pleased to announce that @anime!,
one of the premier anime and manga related web magazines is back. With their first issue in almost seven years,
@anime! hopes to become a resource for anime and manga news and reviews to fans for years to come.
For their January 2012 issue, they have reviews for two great new shows from Manga Entertainment, the
WWII action of First Squad: The Moment of Truth and the adrenaline rush that is Redline. They also have a few
things that were done for their issue that was originally scheduled for release in 2006. They look back at two
series from former anime producer ADV Films, paranormal fun fest Ghost Stories and the mystery-filled Mystical
Detective Loki Ragnarok. They also take a trip back to the days of the PlayStation 2 with a look at video game
classic Sly 3: Honor Among Thieves ahead of the new release of the next installment of the Sly series.
In addition to their reviews, they add another installment of the Top Whatever List for 2012, a list of classic
(and not so classic) anime series that can be a good starting point for new anime fans.
Finally, in this month’s editorial, Editor Tim Georgi talks about the last seven years and some of the happenings
that got @anime! to this point, as well as some of the changes in the anime and manga industries.
To check it out, go to http://www.atanime.com/ .
About @anime!
@anime! is web-based Japanese animation magazine, published by Animetro Studios, that focuses on bringing
news, features and reviews from the world of anime and manga, with information from both sides of the Pacific.
Featuring a wide variety of departments that appear in the magazine, @anime! covers anime and manga in
addition to Japanese music and anime soundtracks, import and domestic video games, industry information,
and interesting cultural and fan-related features. Visit @anime! on the web at http://www.atanime.com/.
About Animetro Studios
Animetro Studios is the anime and manga publishing and production arm of Skyfall Communications, a media
communications company based in of Orem, UT. Debuting in late 2002, Animetro Studios is the producer
of the @anime! online magazine. In addition to its publishing efforts, Animetro also provides design and
production services to the Anime Convention world. For more information about Animetro Studios, see our
website at http://www.animetro.com/.
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